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1. Introduction

Corona is one of the most common forms of partial discharge (PD) occurring in high voltage (HV) energy systems. The corona mechanism in air is not exclusive to the field of energy applications but has also been widely studied by physicists to theorize mechanisms of charge transfer during the different phases of gas discharge. The phases of the discharge and its corresponding behavior with alternating voltage (AC) are well established and represented through various discharge trends, patterns and stages. This not only makes the identification of the PD defect possible but also helps evaluate the risk. This paper investigates corona configurations under DC stress in an attempt to create a similar outline of the defect as exists under AC. The defect is studied in terms of the pulse sequence information. The measurement system requirements are kept within a realistic realm to preserve applicability to industrial measurements. Finally, it makes selective recommendations for the effective identification of the discharge condition under DC stress.

2. Background

The principal difference between the measurement of AC and DC partial discharges (PD) remains in their evaluation, while the state-of-the-art measuring systems used in both cases remain alike. In case of AC-PD measurements, for each defect there is a unique variation of discharge magnitude over the AC voltage cycle referred to as the phase resolved PD (PRPD) pattern. And considering that discharge inception is defined by one pulse/cycle, the evaluation of the charge value ($Q_{\text{in}}$) is less dependent of the repetition rate. A miscalculation of the pulse count by the PD evaluation system does not affect the outcomes of the test itself. However, in case of PD measurements under DC voltages, it becomes important to accurately count the number of discharges in a given time period. This means that any outliers/interference, or miscalculation of the pulse count due to duplicate recognition or other means would negatively impact the outcomes of the test as described in [2].

At this moment, it is necessary to highlight an interesting viewpoint for the DC-PD evaluation, which is to distinguish partial discharges based on the source of the discharge. If one considers the discharges coming from a real geometrical/physical defect, the repetition rate of such PD should be proportional to the time constant of the defect arrangement. In reality, this may be tedious to deduce due to the complex configuration of the defect within the dielectric of the electrical field stress and the impossibility of easily recognizing its configuration. Several configurations permit the identification of the defect in its various forms. The paper makes recommendations towards an 'Identification Test Plan' to detect and recognize the configuration of corona coming from the device under test.
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component. However, strictly for laboratory measurements and specially keeping in mind the measurement of corona in air which this paper discusses, pulses that may occur after the waiting period (time constant) could either be interference pulses from outside or due to effects of space charge, atmospheric influence, or random cosmic radiation.

For example, consider the classical abc-circuit [3] as shown in Fig. 1. Based on the DC model for PD the expression for the voltage over the defect is given by:

\[ v_c = \frac{R_e}{R_b + R_e} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} \right) V \]  

(1)

where \( \tau \) is the time constant of the defect, \( R_b \) and \( R_e \) are the leakage resistances across the test object and \( V \) is the applied DC voltage. This model considers that the field across the defect, in this case a void, is purely due to the electrostatic field of the applied DC voltage.

However, in several cases the electric field due to the accumulated space charges may add to the local electric field stress establishing locally the temporary conditions for discharge inception. These discharges could be referred to as 'pseudo-discharges' since they neither have a stable repetition rate nor a pre-determined range (of PD magnitude). Fig. 2(a) shows a void inside a bounded dielectric with homo-charge formation at the electrode junction. Fig. 2(b) shows the HV electrode of a DC module stationed in air. Due to the electronegative nature of oxygen atoms the electrons attach to them, and in case of higher humidity they attach to water molecules [4], creating a momentary hetero-charge layer as shown. This enhances the electric field between the space charge region and the HV electrode causing erratic corona pulses due to the discharge from the electrode towards the region of the space charge. In order to incorporate this phenomenon, the value of \( V \) in Eq. (1) needs to be altered as follows;

\[ V = \int_{s=0}^{s=\infty} (E_{dc} + E_{sp}(s, r) \) \, dl \]  

(2)

\[ E_{sp}(r) = \frac{\rho(s)(r - s)}{|r - s|^3} \, ds \]  

(3)

where \( E_{dc} \) is the electric field due to the applied DC voltage, \( E_{sp} \) is the electric field due to the space charge formation, \( \rho(s) \) is the charge density with respect to space, \( s \) is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface enclosing the charge and \( r \) is the point in space where the electric field is calculated. Thus, the volumetric integral of the charge density would equal the divergence of electric field, thereby following Gauss’ law/Stroke’s theorem.

Therefore, based on Eq. (2), at applied voltage lower than inception, there is still a possibility of PD due to local field enhancement from space charge clouds. However, depending on the charge displacement in the dielectric medium (decay of the space charge) this condition may vary.

Theoretically, once the time constant of the charging circuit is surpassed without the inception of a partial discharge pulse, the voltage can be increased to the next step assuming the availability of an initiating electron. And practically, this is done by measuring the DC voltage immediately across the test object and determining if the voltage settles to the maximum DC value. Especially in the case of corona defect in air as this paper investigates, the waiting period should be minimum.

In the following chapters the PD measuring setup, procedure and post-processing tools are described followed by test results of various corona configurations.

3. PD measurement

3.1. Test setup

The test setup is shown in Fig. 3. It comprises of a 100 kVrms AC voltage source that has been tested and certified PD-free, a half-wave rectifier rated for 140 kVdc, a high voltage filter and a \( R/C \) voltage divider whose capacitor also serves as the coupling capacitor for PD measurement. The test arrangement in this case is a needle-plate arrangement whose construction is PD free except for the defect fixture (needle).

The distance between the needle and the ground plate is maintained at 25 mm. The measuring impedance in the form of a quadrupole is incorporated in the current measuring loop to decouple the high frequency (HF) PD pulse signal. Additionally, a high frequency current transformer (HFCT) with a measuring band of 20 kHz to 100 MHz is connected under the test arrangement for the possibility of supplementary measurement. The requirements of each of these circuit components and the means to choose them are described in detail in [5].

The tests were repeated several times, using different defect arrangements, different needles (material: stainless steel and brass; and tip radii ~50 to 900 \( \mu \)m), voltage sources and circuit connections to improve reliability of the outcomes and to showcase that the results are
not specific towards a certain needle shape or defect configuration. The tests were also performed on different days at different locations at varying temperature and humidity conditions (16–30 °C, up to 60% RH) at atmospheric pressure of 1 atm.

### 3.2. Measurement procedure

In order to validate the defect arrangement, the arrangement is first tested under AC stress. Based on the AC test, the inception voltage (U/in or PDIV) of the Trichel pulses and the positive streamer discharge are noted.

The DC partial discharges are measured by two means. Firstly, through the PD detector (DDX 9121b) which logs data such as the voltage, charge (pC), repetition rate and pulse polarity in real-time. And secondly, using an oscilloscope with a measuring bandwidth (BW) of 250 MHz that is used to stream the raw data coming from the PD detector (DDX 9121b). The output is independent of the IEC filter settings defined in the detector but can be influenced by the detector’s amplifier stage. However, this can be handled manually by setting the amplification level to a fixed value in the detector settings.

The PD measurements are made in free air at atmospheric pressure. The voltage is ramped systematically and the raw data is logged in real-time at each stage. The length of the acquisition depends on the repetition rate (longer acquisition for low repetition rates). The use of an oscilloscope to log the PD raw data, instead of using the measured output of the detector eliminates the errors at the detector stage that might arise due to limited BW and dynamic range that could possibly lead to wrong polarity recognition, double pulse recognition, pulse disappearance and so on. In addition, it is possible to eliminate interference and noise pulses from the acquired pulse stream in the case of raw data acquisition by employing suitable post-processing algorithms for pulse recognition. Before the start of the test (both AC and DC), the setups are calibrated for charge measurement.

In addition to the electrical PD measurement, a corona camera (OFI Luminal® Systems) that measures the UV (Ultra Violet) radiation from the discharge site is used parallelly to provide further insight into the discharge phenomenon. It measures highly sensitive UV discharges in the solar blind range of 250–280 nm. The relevant images recorded by the camera are presented in Section 4.

### 3.3. Post-processing

The acquired raw data is processed in Matlab through a comprehensive set of algorithms that recognize the individual pulses from the data stream and assign them an equivalent charge value based on a calibration factor (quasi-integration) that is pre-programmed. The pulse recognition algorithm is developed based on the equivalent energy threshold of the pulse as presented in [6]. Automated and flexible pulse width identification is used to recognize and count individual pulses. Desired exception handling is employed to ensure reliability of the output.

Several quantities are derived during this phase, such as charge of the pulse ($Q_i$), charge of the successive pulse ($Q_{i+1}$), difference in charge of two successive pulses ($ΔQ$, and $ΔQ_{i+1}$), time of occurrence of pulse ($t_i$), time of occurrence of successive pulse ($t_{i+1}$) and difference in time of two successive pulses ($Δt_i$ and $Δt_{i+1}$). These are graphically depicted in Fig. 4.

### 4. Observations and Results

#### 4.1. Configuration I: DC negative with needle at HV

The first corona configuration investigated is with the needle at negative DC voltage. The detector’s filter settings are fixed to the maximum BW of 1 MHz with a center frequency at 600 kHz. The measurement noise floor is 0.03 pC. The progression of the defect configuration with increasing voltage steps is shown in Fig. 5. The corona incepts at $−5.75 \text{kV}_{dc}$ ($U$) with a charge magnitude of 120 pC. The discharge stream remains stable in terms of amplitude at the given voltage level. The discharge rate is at 3370 pulses/s. With increasing voltage, the discharge rate increases exponentially while the discharge magnitude drops to about half, $\sim 50$ pC. These trends are presented graphically in Fig. 6.

Given the 1 MHz measuring BW of the detector the pulses virtually disappear (virtual pulse-free zone) [1] at $15 \text{kV}_{dc}$ when the pulse...
Fig. 6. Discharge repetition rate and magnitude (in pC) as a function of voltage for the needle placed at negative DC voltage.

The repetition rate exceeds 1 pulse/µs. However, at this stage, it still remains possible to measure the pulses using the oscilloscope and the HFCT. Close to 20 kV$_{dc}$, the pulses completely disappear from the electrical domain as shown in Fig. 6. The last value of repetition rates recorded are 800 k-1 M pulses/s.

The corona camera on the other hand can detect the corona around the needle in the pulse-free zone. The image recorded by the corona camera at 20.5 kV$_{dc}$ is shown in Fig. 7. This pulse-free zone extends from 20.5 kV$_{dc}$ until breakdown at 45 kV$_{dc}$ (not shown in figure).

4.1.1. Discharge physics

The physics of the discharge under this configuration can be explained based on the physics of the ‘Trichel pulse’ [7]. Fig. 8 pictorially depicts the discharge mechanism around the needle tip. The electron-negative needle ionizes the air around it when the electric field stress around the tip exceeds the ionization field of air (~3 kV/mm).

Trichel proposed that the formation of negative charges around the needle tip and its subsequent removal resulted in the repetitive discharges. There are primarily two competing mechanisms of discharge in this case; The electron attachment to the electronegative atoms such as oxygen and the electron detachment through excitation and photoionization [8].

\[
N_2 + e^- \rightarrow N_2^+ + 2e^-; \quad \Delta H = 104 \text{ kJ/mol} \tag{4}
\]

\[
O_2 + e^- \rightarrow O_2^+ + 2e^-; \quad \Delta H = -125 \text{ kJ/mol} \tag{5}
\]

\[
O_2 + N_2 + e^- \rightarrow O_2^- + N_2 \tag{6}
\]

\[
O_2^- + O_2 \rightarrow 2O_2 + e^- \tag{7}
\]

Fig. 7. UV measurement by the corona camera with corona around the needle tip recorded at −20.5 kV$_{dc}$.

Though nitrogen (N$_2$) is the most abundant (78%) gas in atmospheric air, as shown from Eq. (4), the energy for its ionization is higher than for oxygen (O$_2$). Hence, Eq. (5) is more dominant than Eq. (4) at lower fields. The dissociated electron soon attaches to a neutral oxygen molecule as shown by the 3-body reaction in Eq. (6) creating a negative space charge at a distance away from the needle tip (into the gap). With increasing electric field stress (voltage) the photoionization of oxygen given by Eq. (7) and enhanced electron detachment additionally by Eq. (4) take over [9]. Additionally, the photoionization process strips the oxygen molecule to atomic oxygen, paving the way for the production of ozone, Eqs. (8) and (9). In [10,11] Giao et al. theorize that the increased rate of removal of negative charges and the reduced rate of formation of negative ions due to detachment effect in high fields is responsible for the pulseless region of corona sometimes referred to as ‘noisy corona’ which is characterized by a DC offset current. In addition, the reduced gas density at the needle vicinity due to elevated temperatures contribute to this phenomenon [12].

The breakdown voltage of this configuration on the other hand is slightly higher since the electrons are dispersed to lower field region and the pre-breakdown requires avalanches to be formed. These avalanches require an electron feedback mechanism that is created by the accelerated positive ions striking the cathode, by the Townsend’s mechanism [7].

4.1.2. Discharge patterns

The discharge raw data acquired was utilised to generate several plots based on the quantities mentioned in Section 3.3 including the Pulse Sequence Analysis (PSA) plots that are revered by several researchers [13]. However, the most stable relationship (against increasing voltage level) was obtained for the plot of Charge ($Q_{+,i}$) vs Time to discharge ($\Delta t_{i+1}$) as shown in Fig. 9. This plot represents a unique characteristic of negative corona where the magnitude of discharge is determined by the time elapsed since the previous discharge.

4.2. Configuration II: DC positive with needle at HV

The needle on positive DC voltage incepts at 6.3 kV$_{dc}$ with a discharge magnitude of 0.5–2 pC. The discharge is highly challenging to detect due to the low signal to noise ratio (SNR). Sufficient amplification and filtering stages are required for this measurement. Fig. 10 shows the recorded pulse stream with the high repetition rate which could be mistaken for background noise. This stage of the corona is still possible to be recorded using the corona camera with the discharge concentrated around the needle tip.

Fig. 11 shows the test data log of the charge and voltage over time.
It can be noted that at a specific voltage window, 6.4–6.6 kVdc in this case, a stable pulse stream with a discharge magnitude of 400–450 pC incepts. This phenomenon is referred to as ‘self-sustaining corona’. It occasionally incepts when the voltage is ramped downwards to this value than by rising the voltage upwards. The 0.5–2 pC (intermittent corona) pulses persist with increasing voltage, getting more repetitive in nature. The UV image captured by the corona-camera increases in intensity and girth. At 18.6 kVdc, larger discharges in excess of a nC begin to incept repetitively indicating a pre-breakdown state.

4.2.1. Discharge physics

Positive corona is described in [14] to occur in three different forms: burst corona, streamer corona and glow corona. The first stage of corona observed with intermittent pulses has also been reported by Trichel [15]. He describes this phase of corona as being made up with ‘imperfectly resolved current impulses of extremely high frequency’. However, he was never able to precisely measure them due to their low energy. This stage of ‘intermittent corona’ possibly arises from the ionization of the neutral molecules in air, either by impact ionization or photoionization around the needle tip giving rise to a small discharge current as shown by Fig. 12(a). The electric field is maximum at the maxima of the voltage over the needle tip.

The self-sustaining corona that incepts at a specific voltage range is due to a large number of individual current-pulses distributed over the surface of the point in regions of adequate field strength [15]. As depicted in Fig. 12(b) the positive space charge displaced at a distance ‘x’...
from the needle tip with sufficient field strength sustains the Townsend’s mechanism of discharge through electron avalanche. Once enough electrons are produced by ionization such that the current is taken care of by the electron avalanche alone, the pulses cease.

At the last stage of the discharge large streamer pulses are observed. These are once again confirmed by Trichel [15]. At higher field strengths the discharge penetrates into the gap and as Trichel describes the appearance of these streamers is relatively sudden. They are believed to be incited by energetic \( \alpha \)-rays or properly timed ions. Therefore, the streamers appear to be bursts propagating under ‘favourable field conditions.’

4.2.2. Discharge patterns

The intermittent corona stage at inception is challenging to detect correctly and resolve into individual pulses as their occurrence is quite random. They do not create any consistent pattern. The self-sustaining corona pulses with a charge magnitude of 400 pC occur quite repetitively with a stable rate. A 2.5 s pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 with its PSA plot, \( \Delta Q \) vs \( \Delta Q_{i+1} \) shows a vague star pattern, however, the plot of Charge (\( Q_{i+1} \)) vs Time to discharge (\( \Delta t_{i+1} \)) shows no relationship indicating that this is unlike the negative corona in configuration I.

4.3. Configuration III: DC negative with needle at ground

Configurations III and IV of the corona arrangements presented in the paper, with the needle placed at ground potential are often not studied, presuming that configurations I and II sufficiently represent III and IV. The mechanism of discharge may be similar; however, several differences exist among them. These are explained in the following sections.

The third corona configuration with the needle placed at ground potential and applying – DC to the plate electrode incepts similar to configuration 2 (needle at + DC) with a 0.5–2 pC stream but at a slightly higher voltage of 7.75 kV\(_{dc}\). The small discharge with intermittent corona persists, while at 11.6 kV\(_{dc}\) the first large pulse of amplitude recorded as 60 pC occurs. As can be seen from Fig. 15 with increasing voltage the magnitude of discharge increases almost linearly. At 19.2 kV\(_{dc}\), repeated discharges in the order of 5 nC occur indicating an unstable pre-breakdown state. The larger discharges are accompanied with a hissing or whistling sound.

4.3.1. Discharge physics

The physics of the discharge in this configuration is similar to the one described in Section 4.2.1. The needle placed at ground potential is now the anode. The discharge incepts with the intermittent corona creating a small positive charge cloud around the needle. However, the second stage of discharge with the self-sustaining corona is absent in this configuration. This is because of the presence of a cathode in the vicinity of the needle that can provide free electrons via ion-impact on the cathode surface (at HV). Fig. 16 shows the schematic of the discharge mechanism alongside the distribution of voltage and electric field across the gap. These free electrons constantly neutralize the positive space charge. However, at increasing voltages, the streamer corona sets-in similar to the pre-breakdown stage described in Section 4.2.1.

This configuration of corona remains the most dangerous as the streamers incepts at low values of voltage with a large discharge
magnitude and soon escalates to the unstable-breakdown state if left undetected. Therefore, attention needs to be paid to the ground electrode of DC electrical components, since any damage leading to sharp edges can have severe consequences.

4.4. Configuration IV: DC positive with needle at ground

The final configuration of corona with the needle placed at GND potential and +DC applied to the plate behaves similar to configuration I with needle at −DC. Fig. 17 shows the progression of the corona stages with increasing voltage. The defect incepts at 6.22 kVdc with a discharge magnitude of 12 pC. With increasing voltage, the discharge magnitude rises from 12 pC at 6.22 kVdc to 110 pC at 13.5 kVdc with a discharge repetition rate of 170,000/s. With further increase in voltage to 14.55 kVdc the repetition rate increases to up to 350,000/s while the discharge magnitude drops to 12–15 pC.

For voltages in excess of 16 kVdc, the pulses disappear from the electrical measurements, denoting a real pulse-free zone as observed in Section 4.1. But until 23 kVdc, the pulse stream with reduced amplitude (12–15 pC) appears and disappears in flashes, denoting a transition phase between Trichel and glow discharge. The pulse-free zone with no discharges persists up to 43.6 kVdc. In the pulse-free region (of configuration I and IV) of discharge a small violet glow slightly detached from the needle is observed. The corona camera when used in the pulse-free zone with reduced amplifier gain records a discharge ring around the violet glow as shown in Fig. 18.

4.4.1. Discharge physics

The discharge physics of this configuration is similar to Section 4.1.1. The differences in inception voltage and discharge magnitude can be explained based on the differences in the electric field strength and voltage distribution of the gap at the same voltage levels. As shown in Fig. 19(b) the electric voltage at the immediate vicinity of the needle tip is slightly reduced than when the needle is directly at HV. This subsequently reduces the resulting electric field stress and hence the reduced magnitude of discharge. Nevertheless, the defect progresses in the same fashion as the needle at −DC.

The violet glow shown in Fig. 18 which appears to be detached from the needle is analogous to the Crookes dark space [7]. The corona ring has also been reported in the past [16] and is due to the field distortion believed to have been caused by the negative space charges in the gap.

4.4.2. Discharge patterns

The discharge patterns obtained in this configuration of corona are well-formed as shown in Fig. 20. However, while comparing the robustness of the obtained diagrams, the discharge pattern of charge \( Q_{i+1} \) vs time to discharge \( t_{i+1} \) shown in Fig. 20(a) is highly stable and serves as a fingerprint for the identification of the corona/defect. The other patterns are highly sensitive to outliers and disturbances.
For instance, in certain corona configurations a second luminous discharge appears at increased fields/voltages [7]. The discharge alternates between the two spots. Occasionally at still higher voltages, a third spot may appear. This is an inherent characteristic of the corona and depends on the dimensions of the needle tip. The PSA plots in the case of double corona source are completely distorted from the expected form shown in Fig. 20. This is demonstrated through Fig. 21. However, the plot of charge \( Q_{i+1} \) vs time to discharge \( \Delta t_{i+1} \) preserves its unique relationship and even reveals information on the number of discharge sources through the number of clusters.

5. Proposed Identification Test Plan

The possibility of defect identification under DC conditions is still bleak. No stable means of comparison in terms of behavioral pattern has been found for different defects. Nevertheless, corona is by far the only defect that behaves closest to its AC behavior. The extremely high repetition rates found with corona are not found in any other defect. It also has a unique charge versus voltage \( Q \) vs. \( V \) characteristic for every configuration. Based on these behavioral characteristics of the corona defect it is possible to detect and localize the configuration of corona.

It is possible that at the nominal test voltage, \( U_{\text{nom}} \), the defect remains in the pulse-free zone or in the region of intermittent corona (which is difficult to detect). This would lead to the defect going undetected. This is a risky scenario since the pulse-free zone is in reality an active plasma region which corrodes the metallic electrode, leaving behind unwanted residue such as sharp floating particles and poisonous gases. Similarly, if the region of intermittent corona goes undetected, it can lead to streamer discharges due to space charge build-up. Therefore, it is insufficient to do PD measurements on DC components at the value of nominal voltage alone.

Fig. 22 shows a flow chart with a possible test plan that will allow the identification of the corona defect and its respective configuration. The component under test is first tested at its nominal testing voltage over positive polarity (+ DC). If PD is measured, an analysis is made on whether the discharge stage has a stable repetition. A stable discharge rate would indicate towards self-sustaining stage of configuration II or negative corona or Trichel of configuration IV. To differentiate between the two configurations, the correlation between the parameters \( Q_{i+1} \) and \( \Delta t_{i+1} \) is checked. If there exists a trend in the plot of \( Q_{i+1} \) vs \( \Delta t_{i+1} \) as shown in Fig. 20, it confirms that it is Trichel pulses and hence coming from a protrusion over ground terminal (configuration IV). If there is no correlation in the plot of \( Q_{i+1} \) vs \( \Delta t_{i+1} \) but the pulses are stable and repetitive, this would indicate the self-sustaining corona stage of configuration II, indicating that the protrusion is close to HV. In case discharge pulses are recorded but they occur randomly, one needs to rule out the possibility that these are streamer discharges of configuration II. Hence, the measurement is repeated at a reduced voltage to look for the self-sustaining or intermittent corona which would confirm that the protrusion is on HV (configuration II). In the event of no pulses being recorded at nominal voltage, one needs to rule out that the component is either under intermittent corona region or under the pulse-free zone. To do this, the measuring sensitivity is increased (by lowering the amplifier gain) to look for pulses close to the noise threshold. The presence of which would confirm that there is a protrusion close to HV (configuration II). However, if absolutely no PD is recorded, the measurement is repeated at reduced voltage until the possibility of pulse-free zone operation is completely ruled out.

Similarly, when the component under test is tested at its nominal testing voltage over negative polarity (− DC), a similar process is followed. Due to the absence of self-sustaining corona stage in configuration III, any discharge with a stable rate would indicate towards the presence of protrusion over HV (configuration I). To rule-out the possibility of operation under pulse-free zone or streamer region, the measurements are repeated with reduced voltage similar to that described for positive DC. The DC components need to be tested at sub-multiples of the nominal voltage to be completely certain of their fitness and quality.

This test plan is a preliminary proposal made based on the information on the corona-defect behavior alone. However, in the future, this can be developed to be component specific (depending on the nature of the dielectric) and inclusive of several defect sources.

6. Discussion

In the 1980s the relevance of partial discharge measurement and diagnostics under DC was mostly applicable only to the field of medical imaging. However, now with increasing HVDC installations such as GIS/GIL, cable links, convertors etc., the method for its design validation and fitness through partial discharge measurement is gaining increasing popularity. This is only expected to rise with the introduction of electric vehicles (EVs) and its related infrastructure. Moreover, given the remarkable success of partial discharge measurements in defect isolation under AC, mounting expectations for a similar prospect under DC conditions is a thriving notion.

Therefore, as a first step towards characterizing PD defects under DC conditions this contribution rediscovers the physics of the corona progression in detail, in order to recognize minor if not major differences that will enable defect recognition. With the investigation of every additional defect a test plan similar to the one discussed in Section 5 can be developed and integrated with one another to develop a master test plan. The prospects of a defect fingerprint that will allow identification and isolation of defects under DC conditions is the final goal.

One of the other big topics of discussion in relation to PD measurements under DC is the method to measure, acquire and process data. Since the test results under DC are most commonly in terms of pulse sequence information, time or a function of time, the characterization of the measurement and acquisition system becomes highly relevant. Dropping or missing a few intermittent pulses over a pulse stream can completely hamper the outcomes of the interpretation of the test data. Therefore, recognizing and defining the limitations of the acquisition systems such as the trigger threshold, sampling rates, bandwidth and sensitivity are essential.

7. Conclusions

Corona is one of the most highly documented and studied defect as
it is a part of several beneficial industrial processes such as ozone generation, surface treatments, decontamination of gas streams etc. The integration of available knowledge in diverse fields to further the understanding and interpretation in terms of PD pulse diagrams for corona characterization under High Voltage DC applications is what this paper accomplishes. Several features such as the self-sustaining corona and intermittent corona have been described in journals of applied physics and its applicability towards PD defect identification is exploited through this contribution. The following are the important concluding remarks:

1. There are four instead of two corona configurations based on the position of the protrusion and the polarity of voltage.
2. Each of these four configurations of corona behaves differently from the other. The greatest similarity amongst them is between configuration I and IV. They only differ in terms of discharge inception voltage and discharge magnitude, the defect progression itself remains similar.
3. The plot of the discharge parameter, charge ($Q_{i+1}$) vs time to discharge ($\Delta t_{i+1}$) proves to hold the information towards the mechanism of discharge.
4. In comparison to the PSA plots ($\Delta Q_i$ vs $\Delta Q_{i+1}$, $\Delta t_i$ vs $\Delta t_{i+1}$ and $\Delta Q_i$ vs $\Delta t_i$) the plot of charge ($Q_{i+1}$) vs time to discharge ($\Delta t_{i+1}$) is shown to be more robust to outliers and other inherent effects such as double corona source over the protrusion at increased voltages.
5. Minute behavioral features such as the inception of intermittent corona under configuration II and III and the self-sustaining pulse stream of configuration II are pointers for the identification of the origin of the corona (whether from HV terminal or ground).
6. The riskiest configuration of corona is −DC applied with protrusion fixed on ground plane (Configuration III). The streamers in this configuration incept at a low voltage level and it subsequently

---

**Fig. 22.** Flow chart of the proposed test plan for identifying corona discharge and its configuration under (a) positive DC voltage and (b) negative DC voltage.
breaks down at a reduced voltage. This has also been corroborated based on industrial testing experience where most often tests with negative DC voltages have faced problems due to corona coming from improper ground connections.

7. To ascertain the fitness and quality of DC components (currently, with respect to corona defects alone) the component has to be tested at nominal test voltage and its sub-multiples following the test schematic as described in Section 5.
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